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Abstract

The Kev Theory for the persistence of Lagra.gean invariant tori il
nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems is globali"ed to bundles of in-
variant tori. This leads to globally well-defined conjugations between
near-integrable systems and their i-ntegrable approximatioos, defi-ned
on nowhere dense sets of positive measure associated to Diophantine
frequency vectors. These conjugations are Whitney smooth diffeomor-
phisms between the corresponding torus bundles. Thus the Beometry
of the integrable torus bundle is inherited by the near-i-ntegrable per-
turbation. This is of intereet in cases where these bu:rdles are non-
trivial. The paper deals witb the spherical penduh'm as a leading
sxample.

1 Introduction

Integrable Ha.uriltonian systems, by the Liouville.Arnol'd lntegrability The-
orem [1, 11], live in pha^se spaces that are fibrations of invariant tori. Open
pieces of the phase space form bundles of Lagrangean tori, where these bun-
dles are not always trivial. An example in two degrees of freedom is given by
the spherical pendulum [14, 11], where the nontriviality can be measured by
monodromy. [n general nontriviality of such an integrable bundle means the
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3r0 Henk W. Broer

non-eistence of global action angle coordinates. Moreover this nontriviality
(in particula.r nontrivial monodromy) turns out to be of great interest in the
study of semiclassical versions of such systems [12, 13,21,30]. Presently our
point of view is perturbative: how persistent is this global bundle geometry
under small perturbations of the system? On the one hand these perturba-
tions can be restricted to the world ofintegrable systems, on thc other hand,
our main question is what can be said in the near-integrable case.

Here we drop the restriction to two-degrees-of-freedom and resort to
the classical Kolmogorov-Arnol'd-Moser Theory for the persistence of La-
grangean invariant tori in nearly-integrable systems. For a general descrip
tion of this theory see [1, 2, 3, 4]. Sinces resonances are problematic, we
have to restrict to quasi-periodic tori with Diophantine frequency vectors.
The union of these tori is nowhere dense, but has positive measure, compare

[22]. The formulation of present interest is in terms of structural stability

[23], for the occasion called quasf -periodic stability. Indeed, following Broer
et al. [8,7], the xAu-Theorem provides a smooth conjugation between the
integrable and the near integrable tori. Here the smoothness in the action
direction, where the domain of definition due to the resonances has no inte-
rior points, has to be understood in the sense of Whitney, see Prischel [24].
One problem we have to overcome is that this xeu-Theorem is only 'local'

in the action directions, suitable for local trivialisations of lhe bundle. This
implies that the global bundle geometry is not carried over directly.

The present paper contains a globalization of these 'local' results to a
global xeu-Theorem, where the conjugation is glued together from the local
ones. Here we use a Partition of Unity construction [16, 26] and also the nat-
ural affine structure of the integrable invariant tori [1]. Compare with similar
constructions for creating fuemannian metrics or connections, iLs these oc-
cur in Differential Geometry [26]. The main result, as obtained by Broer,
Cushman and Fassd [5] is that this construction works, yielding a global dif-
feomorphism between the integrable and near-integrable torus bundle. If the
integrable bundle happens to be nontrivial, so is the near-integrable bundle.

The present paper describes the results in [5], taking the spherical pen-
dulum as a leading exa.mple. In the remainder of this section we include a
treatment of this example as far as relevant to us. Next, in Section 2 we
present a brief treatment of the standard, 'local' xeu-Theory as suited to
our purposes. In Section 3 we formulate and prove our main result: the
global xAu-Theorem. Finally in Section 5 we draw some conclusions, also
briefly revisiting the spherical pendulum.
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€M : T'52 -+ P, k,d -+ (1, E) :

It f 
invarianr Lagrangean fibration,

morphrc to the 2_torus. To be more
where most of the fibers are diffeo_

precise, the image E of € M is the

3il

1.1 Motivation: The spherical pendulum
We describe the dynamics of the spherical pendulum,.compare 

[2, ll, 14,25].The spherical pendulum, * r"it"i'r" oi, ouroores, is a unit mass particle,the motion of which is restricted L"irr- 
""i, 

sphere s? e R3, where gravitywith unit accereration points vertically dlwnward. The configuration spaceis the 2-sphere s2: 
{o 1T. r to, ojl,ri"ana tr," pr,a"; ;;;:;, cotangentbundre .s2 = {(q,p)-e. n'  r  ?q,qi '= r ' i lo. fo,? =_o}. ; ; ; ; , :  (qr,qz,qs)and p = (h,pz,ps), while (.,.) J*ot., the starroa.d inner product.The sphericar pendurum r. . .i*rl.iintegrabre system. The rotationarsymmetry by Noethers,Theorem. 

ir] giuur i"e to a second integral of motion,next to the energ"v u.,9;o_)- = ;(p,il i i' til;.";l;';;;:',:.",,"-enrum';:{, : Qt?z-Qzh, with respecr'io ir," u".ti"al axis. The energy_momentum

(0 , r , -wn, , )b ,n)+or )

Figure 1: Range of the energy-momentum map of the sphericar pendurum.
closed part of the plane Iying in between the two curves meeting at a cor_ner' see Figure l' The set orringuta, 

!,_"* of ttuI;""d;; of the rwoboundary curves and thc p"ir;, i;:;f: (0:+t). i;"'rrri", 
"".r"rpond to

the equilibri^ (q,p); (0, ti,+r, o, o, or1 rr,..boundary curv€s correspond tothe horizontar periodic motionr'oi ii, o*irrrm as discovered by christiaanHuygens' The set B of regula;;r-;r*r therefore 
"onrrrt, oithe inreriorof B minus the point,(Iaa = ro, tj, 

"lirTrpooaing ro the unstabre equ'ib-rium point (0,0, 1,0,0,'0), i'rri.ri irl r;hl *itr, aouble eigenvarues *1. Thepoint (1,8) = (0, r) turns out to be the centre of the nontriviar monodromy.
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The corresponding frber €M-t (1,0) is a once pinched 2-torus. See Duister-
maat [14] and Cushman-Bates [11]. Note that the fiber tM-L(1,0) exactly
consists of the coinciding stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle point.

Passirlg to spherical coordinates

{r :  s in $cos9,gz :  s in /s in0 and q3 :  cos0,

energy and momentum get the form

I  -  s in2  6 .6

E  :  
] s i n 2 6  

.  @ ) ,  + | ( d ) , + . o 1 6

; .:  ;@) '  +  V(6)

where

Vr(Q) :  =+* cos@'Zsl.n'Q

is the effective potential. This is the classical way to exploit the rotational
symmetry, or equivalently, that / is a cyclic variable [1]. Thus, for I + 0
fixed, wc reduce to a standard one degree of freedom system. on the phase
space (0, zr) x IR : {6,6} with Hamiltonian function E : L@)' + V,(il. It
is easy to see that the reduced energ-y levels are circles of the form C1,B :

{@,i l  € (0,2r) x R I  E :  i@)'+W@)}. Note that the canonical  l - form is
given by srnz 6.0-d0 + 4 d6. Integration along C r,e then leads to the following
classical formula for the actions:

a1(1, E) :  2rI

a2( I ,E) :  , l r r r 2(E -cos /) - Ji oO'  
s ln -  @

where d* are def ined by 2(E - cos/1) -  g ' ls in2l*) :  g.

Next consider the basis ("1 (1, E),72U, E)) of the period lattice given by
Tt ( I ,E)  -  (2 r ,0 )  and T2( I ,E) :  (Tz , t ( I ,E) ,Tz ,z (1 , .8 ) ) ,  where

T2Jg, E)

:' I^r-' tror

: _r, Ir'_- ,09 ,:  -z [ ' .  lao
srn-@ Ja_ a2 ( E - c o s d ) - - f ' =z  s l n _  g

2(E - cos$)

fQ+
Tz,2(1, E)

Jo_
do
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Proposition I [14] The period functionsTl ondT2,2 are single-uolued, while
T2,1 is multi-ualued. The bronching point l's (a1, a2): (0,0), or equiualently
(1, E) : (0,I) ond the monodromy matri.r is giuen by

( t  - r \
(o i /est tz 'n) .  ( i )

Taking the appropriate quotients of the period functions yields frequencies
wt(at,a2) and wz(ar,a2). The frequency function a,l1 is single-valued, whereas
L/2 is multi-valued.

Already by the Liouville-Arnol'd Integrability Theorem [iJ it follows rhar
locally with respect to the actions (or,o") we have canonical action-angle
variables (ar,ar,at,o.z) in which the motions of the spherical pendulum are
given by

a 1  : 0

: 0
:  W t ( A t r U Z )

:  W2(A1 ,A2 ) .

The actions o1 and az have replaced the integrals 1 and E as constants of
motion. Fixing ar and a2 gives an invariant 2-torus, parametrized by o1
and a2, on which the motion is parallel with frequency vector a,'(a1,a2). The
nontriviality of the 2-torus bundle means that the angle variables in (2) can
not be extended over the whole domain: global action angle variables do not
exist.

Remark The monodromy matrix (1) indicates a certain shift in the period-
or frequency lattice when moving in a circle around the branching point,
see Figure 1. Such a lattice also occurs in the spectrum of the Schrodinger
operator in a semiclassical version of the spherical pendulum, where a similar
shift is observed. Compare with [12, 30].

L.2 Perturbative point of view; setting of the problem

The spherical pendulum is an example of an integrable system in the sense
of Liouville-Arnol'd [1], where the torus bundle is nontrivial. It is natural
to ask whether this property is persistent for perturbations of the system.
Let us first consider the case where the perturbations do not lead us out of
the class of integrable systems. The following result largely characterizes the
integrable cases in two-degrees-of-freedom.

(2)

A2

O 1

A2
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Theorem I [19, 291 Giaen a four dimensional symplectic manifold M fibered
by leuel sets of an energy momentum map €M : M -+ R2. Assume that

1. €M hos only one critical uolue;

2. Each fiber ol tM is compoct ond connected;

3. The singular fber has k singulor points, oll reol or cornpler ssddle points
(also named focus-focus points).

Then the singulor f.ber is a pinched toras ond the Liovuille-Amold 2-toras
bundle is nontrivial, where in o suitable bosis the monodromy matria takes
the fonn

/ t  - / c \
( ;  

' ;  
) '  

s r (2 'R)

It directly follows that the monodromy of the 2-torus bundle related to the
spherical pendulum is persistent for small integrable (say rotationally sym-
metric) Hamiltonian perturbations of the system.

A next question is whether this geometry also is persistent for non-
integrable Hamiltonian perturbations. Think of applying a non-symmetric
magetic field to the spherical pendulum. This question and related issues
form the motivation for the present paper.

First, we drop the restriction to two.degree-of-freedom systems and turn
to the general Hamiltonian setting with n degrees of freedom. Second, we
aim to use Kolmogorov-Arnol'd-Moser Theory 124,8,7] in its quasi-periodic
stability format, comparing near-integrable systems to their integrable ap.
proximation. In [5] it is shown that this approach is succesful: below we
shall explain these results further. As we shall see it will be possible to
construct a global Whitney smooth diffeomorphism between the integrable
and near-integrable n-torus bundle with an Whitney cxtension that rcspects
the geometry. We note that this approach is independent of the particular
geometry of the integrable approximation.

2 'Local' KAM Theory

In this section we review the standard, 'local' Kolmogorov-Arnol'd-Moser
Theory 124, 8,7] for nearly-integrable Hamiltonian systems in n degrees of
freedom, also compare [10, 18]. As said before, this theory deals with the
persistence of invariant Lagrangean n-toi, that are quasi-periodic.
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2.I Conditions on the integrable approximation

The phase space we consider is T" x A, where A c R" is a bounded, open
and connected subset. The adjective 'local' to reu-Theory refers to the fact
that the theory deals with local trivializations of the whole n-torus bundle.

Le t  (a ,  a )  =  (a t , . .  . ,en ,o l , . . . ,  a^ )  be  a  se t  o f  ac t ion  ang le  coord ina tes
on'lF x.A, where the symplectic form is given by D?=, dai Adai. Compare
[ ] ,  1 l ] .

Let lr : lf" x A -l lR be a smooth Hamilton function, i,ntegrable, in the
sense of not depending on the angles o. This leads to a Hamiltonian vector
field X6

, , /  '  - l -  A  A hXn(a,a) : lu1(")ft,  with r^.r i  :  
fr,  

i  :  1,2,... ,n.
l =  |

Note that Xt has the 2n-dimensional system form

a - 0

a  :  u ( a ) ,

compare with the spherical pendulum example (2). We say that the system is
nondegenerate whenever the frequency map w : A -+ IP is a diffeomorphism.

We now need to consider the non-resonance condition on the frequency
vectors. Given a fixed constant r > n- 1 and a'parameter'? > 0, we define

Dr(R') : {u.' € ]tr | l(", k)l 2 rlel-',Yk e 7," \ t0}}
We say that the frequency veclor w is Diophontine tf for some r ) n - |
and 7 ) 0 we have a.' € Dr(R). Observe that Diophantine frequency vectors
surely are non-resonant. The set Dr(IR.) is nowhere dense set and of positive
measure, which tends to full measure as ? J 0. Compare 124,8,71. For general
background on such sets compare 1221.

2.2 Formulation of the 'local' xeu Theoren

We need to specify some domains in the frequency and in the action space.
F o r f : a ( A ) E I R " l e t

Dr(fr)  :  {o € f  I  dist(a, ' ,Af)  > 7} n Dr(K)

also define Dr(/r) c A by Dr(A.,) : (t-r (Dr(f")). It follows that

(3)

measure (A \ D"(4)): O(t) as 1 10.
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Next we perturb the integrable Hamiltonian h to h + f :ltr x ,4 -+ R,
where we a^ssume both h and / rear-analytic. Introducing a complexified
domain

Dc,n: (1r + rc) x (,4 + p),
p ( 1, we assume 11+ / is holomorphic here. Here we abbreviated

A +  p :  { z  € e  l k - a l  <  p  f o r  s o m e  a  e  A } ,

and similarly for 1[. * rc C C,/(2rZ)".

Theorem 2 [24, 8] under the aboue circumstances, ossl,rne thot the inte-
grable Hamiltonian system defined bg h is nondegenerate. Then there erists
a constant q > 0, independent oJ A, ^f and p with the follouing property. For
lf lo".- < 126 there exists o mop e:'ll. x .4 -+ lt- x ,A, such it ot

/. O fs C* diffeomorphisrn, analytic in a;

2. 6 - Id is small in the C*-topologg;

3. Abbrevioting 6: Olr""o,(e; we haue6,Xo = Xn*r.

The star-notation just abbreviates 6,X1( q) : Do6(Xn(p)), where 6(p) : q,
which indeed amounts to smooth conjugation of the corresponding Ro*r.
Theorem 2 is the stability formulation of the standard xeu Theorem. In
this format the map o generaily is nor symplectic. since e is near-identity
diffeomorphism, it preserves the topology (geometry) of the bundle. For
more details see below. Note that outside T x Dr(Ar) the diffeomorphism
o generally is no conjugation. The 'parameter' 

7 in ihe',iocal' KAM Theorem
2, for all practical purposes, should be as small as perturbation alows. In
particular, when writing the perturbation as h + ef, wetake 7 : O(G). In
general 1 may depend on system parameters.

For simplicity we formulated rheorem 2 in the world of real analytic sys-
tems, endowed with the compact-open topology on holomorphic extensions.
we note that this setting can be relaxed to can be rela:ced to ck, endowed
with the whitney cft-topology, when & is sufficiently large. For details see
[24, 8]. Also see [9].

3 The global KAM Theorem

Here we give the main resurt of this paper, the global KAM Theorem. we
start with a section that introduces ali the necessary ingredients.
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3.1 Ingredients

we start out from a real analytic symplectic maniford (ri[,o),with dim rz :
2n. Moreover, there exists a real analytic surjective ,oup; i'n - t:;;"."
B is an n-dimensional affine manifold. Assume that tie ,ugutu, leafs of ziare Lagrangean n-tori. Let B c ,6 be the set of regular uu'iu", of f, thenwe:$sume that M = i-r(B) is connected. Let zr I M -+ B be both the
restriction and corestriction of f.

By the Liouville-Arnol'd Integrability Theorem [r, 11], for all 6 e B we
obta in  ane ighbourhood U,  c  B  and amap V: r - ig lo1 ' : -T  x ,4b  o f  the
IOrm

m *+ (ab(m),oo(*) ) ,

which is an action angre chart, meaning that the action functions cD :
(o l ,o l , .  . . ,a !^)  are constant  on the f ibers of  zr .

Let a real analytic Hamiltonian H : M -+ rR be given, which is integrable
in the sense that -Il is constant on the fibers of ,r. rt i, means that the
corresponding Hamiltonian vector field Xs is tangent to fibers of zi so that
the push forward vector field plXp has the for^ 91,X o : Di=ru!(afarc"r"
compare with (2) and (3). As before wb : Ab -+ rR is .u-ilJ,rr. Jrequencymap. For this construction compare 127, 2g).

3.2 Formulation of the global xnu Theorem

wesaythat r/ isanondegeneroteintegrarof ir,if forthecoilection (n-t(ub),gb)res
each frequency map ub : Ab -+ IR" is diffeomorphic onto its image. using
the affine structure on.6 the second derivative D2H can be defined intrin_
sically and this nondegeneracy condition then can equivalently be expressed
by requiring D2H to have maximal rank everywhere.

consider any open, relatively compact subset B, C B and define
M' - r-t(8,). Our main result is

fhe_o1em 3  [5 )  Le t (M,o) , r :  M -+  B andH:  M -+ ]R be  asaboueand le t
F : M -+ lR 0e rear anarytic. Then, if the restriction Fln-,1s,1 is sufficientry
small in compacl-open topology, there erists a subset C E'n, and a map
Q : Mt -t M' such that

1. C is a nowhere dense set rr.rifh measure(C) torge;

2. Q is a C* diffeomorphisrn, near the identity in the C* topology;

3. For 6: @1"-,1a) ue haue6,X, = Xn+r.
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Remark It is of interest to reconsider Theorem 3 in the case where the per-
turbation H + F is integrable as well. In that case the proof below runs
completely similar, where the 'local' KAM-Theorem 2 is replaced by the In-
verse Function Theorem, compare with [8J, $3. Therefore there is no need
of Diophantine non-resonance conditions and the map O coincides with its
restriction O. So O is a real analytic diffeomorphism defined on the whole
torus bundle, which moreover is an isomorphism of torus bundles and which
is a conjugation everywhere. We conclude that if // is globally nondegenerate
and I/ * .F is integrable, then the dynamics of Il and H + F are analytically
conjugate by a global torus bundle isomorphism.

4 Proof of the global KAM Theorem

The rest of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 3, following Broer,
Cushman and Fa^ssd [5].

4.1 Preliminaries

First of all, for each chart domain (Vo,gu)oru, we take 7b > 0 small enough
such that

v:o: (pb)-t  (T" x ,4"0)

is a nonempty set of positive mea.sure. For our relatively compact subset
B' c B we find a finite sut>covering (Vl,)l=, of M'.

L o c a l i s a t i o n  F o r e a c h  I  <  j  (  N t h e c h a r t m a p  d : V i  - + ' l f ' x , 4 j

Ieads to a locolperturbation problem for hi + /j by defininghi : H 
"(d)-'

and f j  :  Fo (C)- ' .  For each 1 S i  < N appl icat ion of the' local '  KAM
Theorem 2 gives a smooth map Ot :T x Ai -+'I- x.4i, such that restricted
to  D ' i ( '41 i )we have 

f r .xh , :  xn i+r i .

Therefore, each Diophantine invariant torus T of Xy, by a composition

( d ) - t o Q i o @

is conjugate to an invariant torus T' of Xs1y.

The nowhere dense set C Recall the format of the chart map being
d : Vi -+'lln x Ai, m r+ (ai(m),ai(rn)). The set C c B'is obtained by
pulling back Dri(,A{;) along ai ; Vi -+ Ai. On the finitely many overlaps

V;, n Vl, we just take intersections.
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Matching How do the local conjugacies (d)-'oQi od match? By nonde'
generacy ofI/ the correspondence between the Diophantine integrable tori T
and their near-integrable counterparts ?' is uniquely determined. Moreover,
on any overlap V:, n V:, the actions ai and aj match under the transition
maps p i  

"  
(d ) - t .

However, note that the angles do not necessarily match. Indeed, generally
one has aj : S;,iai *q,;, for,5;; € ^Sl(n,Z) and e; €'lP, compare [11, 15].
In the case of nontrivial monodromy the transition maps p' 

" 
(d)-' are not

all close to Id whence we do not always have ̂ 9,,, : 16.

4.2 Staying near the identity-map

To overcome the problem of the non-matching angles, for j : 1,2,. .. , N, we
consider the near-identity map

Vi :: (d)-1 o (Oi;-t o <y' : T, _+ T.

The Liouville-Arnol'd Integrability Theorem [1, 11] provides a natural affine
structure of the integrable torus ?, determined by the transitive lF-action
o f G : R l x T - + ? , a s

G  :  ( ( t 1 , . . . , 1 , ) ,  m )  r +  ( g i '  o . . .  o g P ( r n ) ) ,

where gl is the flow of the Hamiltonian vector field Xoi, associated to action

a | r ,  f o r  l :  L , . . . , f t ,  i :  1 , . . . ,  N .

Lemma I For suficiently srnoll F, on any ouerlop T C V;, nvli

1. The transit'i,on maps {ti o (Vi;-t are close to Id in the C@-topology

2. V'17 and VtlT' differ only by a trcnslotion

Proof Directly from the equicontinuity conditions on the size of {/i}pt. I

Glueing the ![r A final essential ingredient for glueing the itrrr is

Lemma 2 Subordinote to the coueri,ng (V]r)ur" of M there erists a Partition

of llnity (Vl^,€^)rcr with

319

stch that

€^ , M -+ lR, o/ closs C*
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1. (^ is constant on the fibers of r;

2. supp(()) e Vl^ * o compact set;

3. {^ takes uolues in [0, 1];

4. D^rr€^ = I os o (locally) fnite sum.

Proof Take a standard Partition of Unity construction [16, 26] with
to the covering (Ult)aen of B and pull back along zr.

respect
tr

Conclusion of the proof We now conclude this section by a proof of
Theorem 3. We define a conjugacy O, as required, by setting

N

o-r : :  \ - r jv , .
?*,'

This formula has to be interpreted fiber wise as follows. In each integrable
? the maps ilrt and lVj only differ by a translation. The finite convex com-
bination therefore is globally well-defined on the nowhere dense set n-'(C).
That the map is near-identity in the C--topology follows by Leibniz' rule.
This proves the global KAM Theorem 3. !

Remark The affine structure of T also is determined by its quasi-periodic
flow. The KAM conjugations transport this to ?'. Moreover, the global con-
jugation Q is an isomorphism of bundles, which preserves this affine structure.

5 Conclusions

In this section we first come back to the spherical pendulum example and
then draw some further conclusions from our general approach, pointing at
a few open problems.

5.1 The spherical pendulum revisited

In any application of Theorem 3 ii is important to verify global nondegener-
acy of the Hamiltonian. In the case of the spherical pendulum this fact was
established by Horozov [17]. This means that one can apply Theorem 3 to
any open, relatively compact subset B' c B. Here the smallness condition
on the perturbation depends on B'. Compare Figure 1. However, near the
boundary lines corresponding to Huygens's horizontal periodic solutions and
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near both equilibria, we can send .y J 0, so obtaining Lebesque density points
of quasi-periodicity. Compare [8, 7] also compare the problem of small twist
as treated in [24].

Suitable Whitney extension of the map O allows the definition of mon-
odromy in non-integrable, small perturbations of the spherical pendulum.
Compare with Rink [25], who establishes this same fact near general focus-
focus singularities in two degrees of freedom.

5,2 General remarks

Observe that the present approach works in arbitrary many degrees of free-
dom and is independent of the integrable geometry one starts with. Suitable
Whitney extension of the map O allows to conclude that near-integrable n-
torus bundles are diffeomorphic to their integrable approximations, implying
that the geometries are identical. Thus all kinds of obstructions against triv-
iality, like monodromy, Chern classes, etc., can also be defined for the near-
integrable case. For a topological discussion of the corresponding n-torus
bundles, see Duistermaat [14]. As we saw, the main tool is that near-identity
torus-automorphisms are translations [11, 15].

A direct generalization of this approach is possible to the setting of Broer
et ol. [8, 7], where a general unfolding theory of quasi-periodic tori is de.
veloped, based on 120,24). Within the world of Hamiltonian systems this
Ieads to applications at the level of lower dimensional tori. However, this
approach also works for, e.9., dissipative, volume preserving, or reversible
systems. Also compare [6].

An open problem is how to define such obstructions by a more direct ap
proach that tries to take appropriate sections in appropriate bundles. Indeed,
remaining with the monodromy example for a while, we see that SI(n,V,)-
elements play role when jumping over larger gaps in 'Cantor' set C. Thus
more monodromy seems to be 'collected along the way' . ..
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